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A major detector upgrade project is presently underway for the D� experiment in preparation for Run 2 of the Fermilab Tevatron
collider scheduled to begin in the year 2000. The upgrade is driven by the D� Run 2 physics goals and by the higher event rates
and backgrounds expected in the new high luminosity environment. A general overview of the D� upgrade is given in the �rst
part of this report. The second part describes the calibration of jets observed with the D� detector at the transverse energy and
pseudorapidity range ET > 8 GeV and j�j < 3.

1 The D� Detector Upgrade

The Fermilab Tevatron collider luminosity upgrade pro-
gram involves the replacement of the existing Main Ring
accelerator with the Main Injector and the construction
of a new antiproton storage ring within a common tunnel.
The ultimate performance goal of the collider upgrade for
Run 2 is to achieve luminosities up to 2 �1032cm�2s�1,
more than an order of magnitude increase over the pre-
vious run. In addition, the center-of-mass energy will
increase to 2 TeV and the bunch spacing will be reduced
to 396 ns and eventually to 132 ns, substantially shorter
than 3.5 �s in Run 1.

The higher luminosities and much shorter bunch
crossing time require some major modi�cations to the
D� detector to optimize its physics capabilities in the
new Main Injector era. A major element of the detector
upgrade 1 involves the replacement of the inner tracking
systems and the installation of a 2 Tesla superconducting
solenoid. The new tracking system includes a scintillat-
ing �ber tracker, a silicon vertex detector and preshower
detectors in the central and forward regions. Improve-
ments to the muon detector are required to handle the
higher event rates and backgrounds expected in Run 2.
These include the installation of fast trigger elements and
the addition of shielding material to reduce the detector
occupancy. Electronic upgrades are necessary to handle
the smaller bunch spacing and to provide pipelining for
the front-end signals coming from the calorimeter, muon
and tracking systems. A sophisticated trigger control
system is planned to integrate the new detector trigger
elements and front-end electronics, and to reduce the raw
event rates to a manageable level.

1.1 Tracking System

The momenta of charged particles are determined from
their curvature in the uniform 2 Tesla axial magnetic
�eld provided by a superconducting solenoid. The 2.8 m
long solenoid has a two layer coil with a mean radius of

60 cm. It encloses the scintillating �ber tracker and the
silicon microstrip vertex detector. The �ber tracker pro-
vides charged particle track reconstruction, momentum
measurement within j�j < 2 and a fast �rst level track
triggering with good resolution. It consists of eight con-
centric barrels of scintillating �ber doublet layers, one
layer with �bers parallel to the beam line and another
layer with �2o stereo. It has an active length of 2.6 m
and a radial coverage 20 cm < r < 50 cm. There are
approximately 77,000 �bers which are connected to the
photodetectors via 11m long clear waveguides. The opti-
cal signals from the �bers are detected by visible photon
light counters (VLPC). VLPCs are arsenic-doped silicon
diodes which operate at temperatures between 8-10 oK.
A large sample of the VLPCs were tested in a cosmic
ray test stand 2. The sample exhibited � 80% quantum
e�ciency, relatively high gain and less than 0.1% noise
occupancy when operated at full e�ciency. The doublet
hit e�ciency for cosmic ray tracks is better than 99.9%
and a position resolution � 100�m is obtained.

Figure 1: The silicon microstrip tracker consists of disks inter-
spersed with barrels.

The main factors which constrain the design of the
silicon microstrip tracker include 3: the extended lumi-
nous region in z, three dimensional track reconstruction
capabilities with transverse impact parameter resolutions
better than 30 �m, radiation hardness to cope with the
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Figure 2: Cross sectional end view of the tracking system showing
the central preshower assembly.

expected Run 2 delivered luminosity of 2-5 fb�1, and
electronics and readout which can operate reliably with
bunch crossing intervals down to 132 ns. The long lumi-
nous region sets the length scale and motivates a hybrid
design which consists of disk and barrel modules shown
in Fig. 1. Larger disks at z = �94 cm;�126 cm provide
improved momentum resolution up to � = �3. The bar-
rel and disk modules are supported by a double-walled
carbon-�ber/epoxy half cylinder which aids in maintain-
ing the precise relative alignment and supports the de-
tector cabling and cooling services. Each barrel contains
four concentric layers of silicon detectors ranging from
2.6 cm to 10 cm. The basic detector unit is the ladder,
which consists of two 300 �m thick wafers, 6 cm � 2.1
cm, positioned end to end and electrically connected by
microwirebonds. The wafers are held in position by two
longitudinal rails consisting of Rohacell foam and carbon
�ber sandwich. Four inner barrels around z = 0 have
layers of double-sided silicon ladders with either a 2o or
90o stereo angle. The outer barrels have single-sided lad-
ders in layers 1,3 while layers 2,4 are double-sided with
2o stereo. The ladders are supported by beryllium bulk-
heads with very tight tolerances since they establish the
precision of the alignment. By means of an integrat-
ed coolant channel, the bulkheads also provide cooling
for the electrical components mounted at one end of the
ladder. To avoid excessive radiation damage, the detec-
tors are operated at temperatures between 5-10 oC. The

Figure 3: Side view of the tracking system showing the forward
preshower assembly.

ladders, as well as the �ber tracker VLPC system, are
read out by radiation hard CMOS custom integrated cir-
cuits, SVX-IIe chips 4, optimized for 396 ns and 132 ns
bunch crossing intervals. This new 128 channel device
incorporates preampli�ers, 32 cell analog pipelines, 8 bit
ADCs, and sparsi�cation. The SVX-II chip is highly ex-
ible, with programmable test pulse patterns, ADC ramp,
pedestal, bandwidth and polarity.

The cylindrical central preshower detector, shown
in Fig. 2, is designed to enhance the identi�cation of
electrons and photons, provide precise position measure-
ments in the region j�j < 1:2, and correct the calorimeter
electromagnetic energy for the e�ects of the solenoid. It
is installed in the small gap between the solenoid coil and
the central calorimeter cryostat at a radius of 72 cm. It
consists of three layers of 7 mm base triangular scintil-
lating strips with wavelength-shifting �ber readout. The
fast energy and position measurements enable the use of
the preshower information at the trigger level. Simula-
tion studies show that the central preshower information
allows the electron trigger rate to be reduced by a factor
of 3-5 without a loss in e�ciency. There are also for-
ward preshower detectors, shown in Fig. 3, mounted on
the face of each end calorimeter cryostat. Like the cen-
tral preshower detector, they are intended to improve the
electron identi�cation and triggering capabilities by mak-
ing precise position measurements of particle trajectories
using dE=dx and showering information.
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1.2 Muon Detector

The upgraded muon system is designed to provide excel-
lent muon identi�cation and muon triggering capabilities
for j�j < 2. For j�j < 1, the existing proportional drift
tubes (PDT) are retained and a faster gas mixture is used
to reduce the drift time from 750 ns to 450 ns. The front-
end electronics are replaced to allow a deadtimeless oper-
ation. A new layer of scintillation counters are installed
between the calorimeter and the inner PDT layer. They
are used, together with the �ber tracker information, to
reject out-of-time backgrounds and to enable a reduced
trigger threshold for low pT muons down to 2 GeV=c.
For the forward muon system covering 1 < j�j < 2,
the PDTs are replaced with planes of plastic mini-drift
tubes (MDTs). Three layers of scintillator pixel counters,
shown in Fig. 4, provide time information and matching
of muon tracks with the �ber tracker. The minimum
pixel size, �� = 0:1 and �� = 4:5o, is dictated by the
requirement of e�cient muon identi�cation and trigger-
ing down to pT = 3 GeV=c. The muon detector upgrade
also includes the addition of shielding material extending
from the rear of the calorimeter to the accelerator tunnel
to substantially reduce the background arising from the
scattered beam fragments exiting the calorimeter and the
beam pipe.

Figure 4: One quadrant of a forward muon scintillation pixel plane.

1.3 Trigger and Data Acquisition Systems

A new trigger system is designed to deal with the higher
event rates in Run 2. The system includes three hard-
ware trigger levels, L0; L1, L2, and a software trigger
L3. L0, which serves primarily as a luminosity moni-
tor, provides an inelastic collision trigger. L1 reduces
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Figure 5: L1 and L2 block diagram.

the inelastic trigger rate by a factor of 103 while main-
taining a high trigger acceptance for leptons and jets.
Fig. 5 shows the L1 and L2 block diagram. The new
L1 trigger includes the calorimeter, central �ber tracker
(CFT), central (CPS) and forward preshower (FPS) de-
tectors, muon scintillation counters and chambers. For
deadtimeless operation, all L1 triggers are pipelined and
bu�ered. L1 provides a trigger decision in 4.2 �s and
has an accept rate of 5-10 KHz. The number of triggers
at L1 is 128 and fractional prescales may be available.
The L2 system consists of a set of detector-speci�c pre-
processors which prepare the information to be sent to
the global processors. The result of the preprocessing
algorithm is a list of candidate objects from each detec-
tor such as muons, electrons, jets, tracks and secondary
vertices. The L2 system introduces a minimal amount
of deadtime (< 1%). It makes a trigger decision within
400 �s with an accept rate of 1 KHz, providing a rejec-
tion factor of 10. The L3 trigger system uses a farm of
standard high-performance commercial processors to run
event �ltering algorithms. L3 makes a trigger decision in
100 ms and the accept rate is 20-50 Hz.

The data acquisition system is basically unchanged
from Run 1. The architecture has been designed with
parallel and redundant paths which provide a high degree
of reliability in case of a component failure. VME bu�er
drivers (VBD) drive the raw data via high-speed data
cables which feed a new data distributor system where
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further bu�ering is performed. The data is passed to a
farm of event building and �ltering L3 processing nodes.
Its output goes to another VBD and data cable system
which feeds the data to a host interface node. This node
transfers the data to data-logging and monitoring cluster
nodes via a standard network connection. Event recon-
struction is performed on the Fermilab processor farm
system capable of matching the 20-50 Hz data acquisi-
tion rate. Processed data are then stored on a robotic
tape system and made available for analysis. In Run 2
the expected nominal event size is roughly 250 KBytes.

1.4 Calorimeter Upgrade

To maintain the excellent performance of the calorimeter
for running conditions expected in Run 2, an upgrade of
the calorimeter system is required. The uranium liquid-
argon calorimeter remains unchanged but modi�cations
to the front-end electronics are necessary. The shorter
bunch spacing and high luminosity conditions require a
re-optimization of the noise arising from the electronics,
pile-up and uranium radioactivity. This can be achieved
by shortening the e�ective integration time and reduc-
ing the intrinsic noise of the preampli�er. Pile-up e�ects
in the calorimeter are minimized by reducing the peak
sampling time from 2.2 �s to 400 ns. The increased sen-
sitivity to noise and signal reections in the signal cables
due to the shorter shaping times require new preampli�er
hybrids as well as impedance matched cables which have
better noise performance. Switched capacitor arrays per-
form the necessary pipelining of the calorimeter signals
to provide time to generate a trigger decision.

2 The Jet Energy Scale in the D� Calorimeters

The major source of systematic uncertainty in both the
D� inclusive jet cross section and top quark mass mea-
surements is the jet energy scale. The calorimeters 5 are
the primary tool for jet measurements at D�. An accu-
rate understanding of the calorimeter energy calibration
is essential since most physics measurements at the Teva-
tron involve events with jets. After a brief summary of
the characteristics and performance of the D� calorime-
ters, the di�erent corrections involved in the jet energy
calibration are enumerated below 6.

2.1 D� Calorimeters

The D� experiment has a hermetic, �nely-segmented,
thick, radiation-hard calorimeter based on the detection
of ionization in liquid argon. The central (CC) and end
(EC) sections, shown in Fig. 6, contain approximately 7
and 8 interaction lengths of material, ensuring the con-
tainment of nearly all particles except neutrinos and high

pT muons. The hermetic calorimeter consists of plates of
depleted uranium in the electromagnetic (EM) and �ne
hadronic (FH) sections, and either copper or stainless
steel in the coarse hadronic (CH) sections. The segmen-
tation is �� � �� = 0:1 � 0:1 (0:05 � 0:05 at the EM
shower maximum).

D0 LIQUID ARGON CALORIMETER

1m

CENTRAL 
CALORIMETER

END CALORIMETER

Outer Hadronic
(Coarse)

Middle Hadronic
(Fine & Coarse)

Inner Hadronic
(Fine & Coarse)

Electromagnetic

Coarse Hadronic 

Fine Hadronic 

Electromagnetic

Figure 6: View of the D� calorimeters.

From previous test beam measurements7, the energy
resolution for single electrons and pions, with energy E
in GeV , are given by �(E)=E � 15%=

p
E and 50%=

p
E,

respectively. The D� calorimeters are nearly compen-
sating with e=� ratio less than 1.05 above 30 GeV .

2.2 Jet Energy Calibration

Jet energies measured in the calorimeter are distorted
by particle energy losses in the material in front of the
calorimeter, detector noise, phenomena which a�ect the
response such as detector boundaries, non-uniformities
and e=�, and jet reconstruction and resolution e�ects.
The goal of the jet energy calibration is to obtain the
particle-level or true jet energy from the observed jet en-
ergy measured in the calorimeter. Energy corrections
are derived using the reconstructed Run 1 data sets at
center-of-mass energies 1800 GeV and 630 GeV . A �xed
cone algorithm is used to reconstruct jets from cell ener-
gy depositions in the calorimeter. The particle level jet
energy, Eptcl

jet , is obtained from

Eptcl
jet =

Emeas
jet � EO

Rjet � S : (1)

EO is an o�set correction. It subtracts the excess ener-
gy not associated with the high pT interaction which in-
cludes the detector noise, the e�ects of previous crossings
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(pile-up), the underlying event contributed by spectator
partons to the high pT interaction and the contribution
from additional p�p interactions. Rjet is a measure of the
calorimeter energy response to jets due to e=� and energy
losses in the calorimeter cracks. S compensates for the
net energy ow through the jet cone boundary during the
shower development in the calorimeter. The jet energy
calibration is performed for several cone sizes, R, from
0.3 to 1. Representative plots shown below are typically
for central 0.7 cone jets.

2.3 O�set Correction

The total o�set correction is measured as a transverse
energy density in � � � space and can be written as
DO = Due + D�. The �rst term is the contribu-
tion from the physics underlying event, or the energy
associated with the spectator partons. It is measured as
the average transverse energy density in minimum bias
events, which are dominated by hard core interactions.
The second term accounts for the detector noise, pile-
up e�ects, and energy from additional p�p interactions.
Pile-up increases with luminosity since it depends on the
number of interactions in the previous crossing. D� is
determined from a zero bias data sample, recorded on
arbitrary beam crossings, which may or may not contain
a hard interaction. The top plot in Fig. 7 shows the �
dependence of Due for two center-of-mass energies 1800
and 630 GeV . Due is independent of the luminosity and
the number of p�p interactions in the event. The � and
luminosity dependence of D� are shown in the bottom
plot of Fig. 7.

2.4 Response and Showering Corrections

The overall calorimeter response to particles is less than
unity. This is due to its non-linear response to low ener-
gy particles, inactive material, detector boundaries, and
module-to-module non-uniformities. The  � jet data
sample is a useful calibration tool in determining the
calorimeter response to jets. These events consist of a
photon balanced in pT by one or more jets. For a � jet
event in the D� detector, any non-zero ET gives a mea-
sure of the overall transverse energy imbalance due to the
di�erences in calorimeter response to photons and jets.
In this case the jet response can be derived from

Rjet = 1 +
~E=T � n̂T
ET

(2)

where ET and n̂T are the transverse energy and direc-
tion of the photon, respectively.

Rjet includes �-dependent corrections arising from
detector inhomogeneities and boundaries. Energy depen-
dent corrections are also included to account for the jet

Figure 7: (Top) The underlying event density Due plotted as a
function of � for the center-of-mass energies 1800 GeV and 630
GeV . (Bottom) The eta dependence ofD� for di�erent luminosities
in units of 1030cm�2s�1.

ET threshold of 8 GeV , jet reconstruction ine�ciencies
and �nite jet energy resolutions. The use of the CC data
is limited to energies below 120 GeV due to the rapidly
falling photon cross section. Data from the EC are used
to extend the energy reach up to 300 GeV . Monte Carlo
information is also included at high energy to constrain
the jet energy response extrapolated from the data. The
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variation of Rjet with the jet energy, shown in Fig. 8 for
R = 0.7 cone jets, is independent of the cone size and is
the same for the 1800 GeV and 630 GeV data sets. The
top plot is the same as the bottom plot except the jet
energy axis is logarithmic to show the behavior of Rjet

at low jet energies. The solid curve shown is a �t to
the data with the associated error band. The �t has a
functional form Rjet = a + b � ln(E) + c � ln(E)2.

Figure 8: The dependence of Rjet on the jet energy, from the data
using the central (CC) and end (EC) calorimeters, with 0.7 cone
jets. The solid curve is the �t with the associated error band.

The last jet energy correction applied corrects for
the e�ects of showering. It compensates for the energy
associated with particles emitted inside the cone but de-
posited outside the cone as the shower develops. S is less
than one which implies that the e�ect of showering is a
net ow of energy from inside to outside the cone. The
energy outside the cone may be associated with jet frag-
mentation outside the cone or gluon radiation. It may
also be attributed to detector noise, pile-up and under-
lying event. The out-of-cone jet energy from gluon ra-
diation and fragmentation e�ects, determined using the
HERWIG 8 Monte Carlo at particle-level, is subtracted
from the out-of-cone jet energy measured in the data.
Showering losses are derived using jet energy density pro-
�les using both the data and particle-level Monte Carlo.
These losses have been shown 6 to have a strong depen-
dence on the jet cone size R, the jet energy, and �. They
are independent of the center-of-mass energy for jets of
the same energy and pseudorapidity.

2.5 Total Jet Energy Correction Factor

Figure 9 shows the total jet energy correction and the
associated uncertainties as a function of the uncorrected
jet energy for j�j = 0. The overall correction factor in the
central calorimeter is 1.16 � 0.015 and 1.12 � 0.023 at
70 and 400 GeV , respectively. In general, the correction
factors are about 15% above 30 GeV and almost at all
the way to ET of 200 GeV . At lower jet energies, smaller
cone sizes, and larger pseudorapidities, the corrections
and errors increase. The total error is dominated by the
contribution from showering corrections at large values
of �.

Figure 9: The total jet energy correction and associated errors
versus the uncorrected jet energy.

3 Summary

The D� experiment has performed a detailed evaluation
of the jet energy scale based primarily on data taken
during the 1992-1996 p�p collider run at center-of-mass
energies

p
s = 1800 GeV and 630 GeV . The energy cor-

rections compensate for spectator interactions, detector
noise, calorimeter response, and showering losses for the
transverse energy and pseudorapidity range ET > 8 GeV
and j�j < 3. The correction procedure has been veri�ed,
using a HERWIG Monte Carlo sample with the full D�
detector simulation, which shows that the jet energy is
corrected to the particle-level within the quoted errors.
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This report also presented a general overview of the
D� upgrade. All aspects of the upgrade are well un-
derway with many detector components moving into the
production and construction stages. The upgraded D�
detector is scheduled to be complete by the spring of the
year 2000.
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